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It was teamwork, too, that led to the integration of 
Advanced Solutions and Environmental Services, and 
that will lead to new opportunities with our newly 
acquired Water Technologies & Solutions (formerly GE 
Water) and ODLE, an Indiana-based, full-service painting 
and coatings contractor. The collaboration between  
all these business units will enable us to be more  
customer centric than ever before.

It should not be surprising, given our global 
leadership, how far our teamwork extends. In early 
February, at our SUEZ North America Leadership 
Conference we heard about how SUEZ teamwork is  
leading to innovative breakthroughs around the world.  
For example, in the City of Dijon, France, SUEZ is working 
with partners to manage an open-data control center 
for public facilities across 24 municipalities of the 
metropolitan area. The project, expected to be  
operational this year, will make traffic lights, street 
lightning, closed circuit TV, road maintenance and other 
public works projects more efficient and interactive with 
the ability to share data in real-time. As SUEZ continues to 
flourish as a unified, global brand, our experience in Dijon 
will be applicable for other projects in the United States 
and elsewhere.

I appreciate your team spirit and hope you enjoy this 
issue of The Resource!

Eric Gernath
CEO SUEZ North America

Dear Colleagues:  
 
Teamwork comes in many forms. This winter, it was the 
emergency crews that stood in freezing ditches to repair an 
inordinate number of water main breaks in the Northeast.  It 
was the tireless call center staffs who fielded customer calls 
about those breaks. And it was the communications team 
that worked with the media to reassure an anxious public. 
These teams are all to be commended.

Fortunately at SUEZ these are not isolated examples.
Everywhere we look we can see the fruit of shared labor.
Consider our Environment, Health, Security & Safety  
team in Edmonton, AB. They developed and implemented 
many risk identification and management systems that 
allow staff to quickly identify and correct unsafe conditions 
and work practices well before an injury or an avoidable 
environmental event takes place. And employees of the 
Indiana Service Center, which showed their dedication  
and commitment to environmental stewardship by  
spending countless hours organizing, fundraising,  
and participating in an organization called Wine into Water. 
Through their leadership and participation in various  
events, they were able to raise over $30,000 in 2017 alone  
to help people around the world get access to clean and  
safe water. (For more on these and other recipients of 
Employee Excellence Awards, please see page 6.)
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strategic initiatives

Eric Gernath, CEO SUEZ North America, spent time discussing each of the six major initiatives of our  
Vision 2020 strategy for growth during the North American Leadership Conference. 

“We know how important it is for you to know where the company is headed and how 
important your role is.  We will be keeping you informed - continually on our progress.   

I look forward to sharing more in the future. 
 

 — Eric Gernath, CEO SUEZ North America 
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Our SUEZ leadership team met in Jersey City, NJ in early February for three days of  
in-depth discussion of Vision 2020. These annual gatherings are a valuable chance to 
review our performance, talk about the new initiatives underway and discuss the 
challenges and opportunities in the year ahead. This year’s theme: Innovation  
Through Teamwork.

innovation through teamwork - update 
on the leadership conference

SUEZ North America managers concluded that one thing is indispensable if they are to help SUEZ 
attain its Vision 2020 goals: teamwork.  According to leadership, teamwork will be crucial to SUEZ’ 
expansion in key geographic markets, its participation in “smart city” initiatives, and its ability to offer 
strategic solutions unique to our company competitors cannot.

As SUEZ looks to expand its footprint, particularly in California, Texas and Florida—the three states 
are the nation’s most populous and also the most threatened by water scarcity—it will rely on close 
cooperation between SUEZ business units, such as Advanced Solutions and the newly acquired Water 
Technologies & Solutions, said Gary Albertson, senior vice president of Business Development.
According to Albertson, it will also require partnering with third-party firms “Engineering, financing 
construction. There’s a lot of companies that want to work with SUEZ. We can be successful together.” 

Teamwork will be essential, as well, to SUEZ’ success in helping design, build and manage “smart 
cities;” cities in which planners use digital technology to design sustainable cities with high-quality 
living and high-quality jobs. “SUEZ is very interested in this space, in pursuing the smart cities 
initiative. In fact, it’s one of our six initiatives for our Vision 2020,” said Jim Good, vice president, sales, 
SUEZ North America Environmental Services & Advanced Solutions. “We’re in the process, it’s an 
iterative process, of figuring out what that smart city looks like and what it means.”

Good made his comments as moderator of a panel that included Jason Nelson, Executive Director  
for Partner Engagement, Smart Cities Council and Brian Platt, Chief Innovation Officer for the City  
of Jersey City’s Office of Innovation.

Smart cities will also be resilient cities that can adapt to challenges wrought by climate change. 
Because of climate change, cities face increasing water scarcity, as well as more numerous and more 
intense storms.

continued on next page
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SUEZ is already gaining valuable experience in designing smart cities. In the City of Dijon, France, SUEZ is 
working with partners to manage an open-data control center for public facilities across 24 municipalities of the 
metropolitan area. The project, expected to be operational this year, will make traffic lights, street lightning, closed  
circuit TV, road maintenance and other public works projects more efficient and interactive with the ability to share 
data in real-time. Experiences from the project will be applicable for other projects in U.S. cities. Those cities might 
include SUEZ client Jersey City, which is working with Smart Cities Council, Reston, Va., an association of 120 
partners and advisors.

Over the course of the three-day leadership conference, more than 30 speakers shared their insights about how to 
deliver more value to the customer.

They included Christine Kerley, a Rutgers Business School Executive Education instructor and futurist, who shared 
amazing predictions of high-tech trends that will impact our lives and the lives of our clients and customers. (Many 
of her insights are captured on her website, www.allthingsck.com.)

Another panel, moderated by Catherine Ricou, SUEZ senior vice president, Engineering, Technology and Innovation, 
explored ways in which cities are using data analytics and new software platforms to plan for their sustainable 
futures. Ricou was joined on the panel by Franck Carassus, Founder and CEO of OpenDataSoft, Boston;  
Laetitia Gazel Anthoine, Founder and CEO, Connecthings, New York; Marcus Quigley, Founder and CEO at  
OptiRTC, Boston; and Julien Poniatowski, vice president project development at SUEZ in North America.

In addition to the panel discussions, the leadership team broke into smaller working groups to examine the six 
strategic initiatives of SUEZ’ Vision 2020 portfolio for growth and to outline action items that will ensure SUEZ is 
executing against its plans.  
 
The below six initiatives are at the heart of our growth plans: 

• Develop a Key Account Management Program for Smart and Resilient Cities 

• Become Best in Class Utility 

• Grow Environmental Services and Advanced Solutions Business 

• Focusing on Regional Growth 

• Enter Military Privatization Market 

• Collaborating with Water Technologies & Solutions

The Resource will keep readers abreast on the steps we are taking to implement each of these initiatives. We know 
how important it is for you to know where we are headed and how important your role is.  We look forward to sharing 
more in the future. m

As we continue to grow as a company, we must constantly evolve how we interact  
with and serve our customers to assure we are meeting their needs.
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A UNIQUE PORTFOLIO MAXIMIZING OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR GROWTH & BUSINESS EFFICIENCY

strategic initiatives 

Enter 
military 

privatization 
market

Grow 
Environmental 

Services and
Advanced Solutions 

key focus

Focus on 
regional 
growth

 

vision 2020 strategy for growth

Optimization     Customer Centricity     Innovation & Expertise      Digitalization

Become best 
in class 
Utility

Collaborate 
with Water 

Technologies 
& Solutions

KAM for 
Smart & 

Resilient Cities
 



employee excellence

The Environment, Health, Security & Safety 
Awards recognize operations that demonstrate 
leadership, dedication and vision, exemplifying 
the attributes and values we are seeking; both 
environmental excellence and achieving an 
exemplary safety culture.  

Congratulations to the Management and EHS&S 
teams in Edmonton, AB for achieving the Outstanding 
Transformation Award. Special recognition goes to 
Darryl Sparling, Darcie Grace, Martin Brewster,  
Marion Zanetti, Mark Patty, Marco Giusti, and  
project manager Dave Bakken. 

The Arc Flash Risk Reduction team in our Idaho 
Operations achieved our 2017 EHS Champion  
Award. Special recognition goes to Erik Hansen,  
Lynn Rice, Steve Besson, Seth Goertz, Paul Jozwik 
and Marshall Thompson, director of operations. 

Congratulations to the Indiana Service Center for 
their dedication and commitment to Environmental 
Stewardship.  Special recognition goes to Cathy Lance, 
operations manager, Nateesha Jacobs, administrative 
assistant, Julie Rager, administrative assistant,  
Robin Kealy, compliance manager, Joel Annable, 
project manager, Dave Majewski, utilities manager, 
and Jim Williams, general manager, for their support, 
participation and leadership in this area.

employees recognized for      
award-winning achievements
Each year SUEZ presents awards to recognize employee excellence in Innovation; Environment, Health, 
Security & Safety; and Diversity & Inclusion. We are pleased to recognize the winners, their teams and  
the important contributions they’ve made to our organization. The employees’ dedication to providing a 
superior level of service at their operations ultimately grows the offerings we provide to every  
community or partner we serve.

Left to right: Nateesha Jacobs, Julie Rager, Robin Kealy, Joel Annable, Cathy Lance and  
Jim Williams - Environmental Stewardship Award Winners.

The Environment, Health, Security & Safety Award Winners

The Diversity & Inclusion Award Winners

The Bergis Mamudi Diversity & Inclusion 
Award was created in 2010 in memory of a 
dedicated colleague and advocate for a diverse 
and inclusive workplace. This year the  Bergis 
Mamudi Diversity & Inclusion Awards were 
presented to: 

Bill Parco and Matt Brenner of the Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) Team in our West Nyack 
Location.  Bill and Matt serve as mentors for students 
from Hudson Valley P-Tech, a small STEM based 
high school in Rockland County NY.  These students 
come from “at risk” environments and might not 
graduate without personalized attention provided by 
the school’s faculty and business partners, including 
individuals who serve as mentors.  
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Left to right: Joe Marano, Michael Salas, Bill Parco, Matt Brenner and Eric Gernath.

Left to right: Marie Waugh, Marshall Thompson, Nadine Leslie, Eric Gernath, Kirt Ervin and Dave Bakken.

continued on next page

The Environment, Health, Security & Safety Award Winners

The Diversity & Inclusion Award Winners
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employee excellence

This year’s Innovation Awards recognized innovators and their teams who have contributed to 
more efficient ways for us to perform work or provided a unique solution to market challenges. 
Congratulations to:

Bill Madden, Chelsea Wulff and their team: Water Conservation, New York Operations

Andre Noel and his team: New Revenue Optimization Services for Metering

Shannon Decker, Keith Kolkebeck and their team: Enterprise Geographical Information System

Elizabeth Keddy, Matt Cristaldi, Lorna Scully and their team: Energy Dashboard - EDDIE

Bruce Ottogali and his team: The Green Fleet

Christopher Dalen: Acoustic Inspection

Mark McKoy: Clevest

Left to right: Bill Madden, Chelsea Wulff, Catherine Ricou and Eric Gernath.

Left to right: Catherine Ricou, Jonathan Cato and Eric Gernath.
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“We aim to empower employees to creatively solve local and global challenges and help us to lead 
innovation to foster growth and efficiency!”

—   Catherine Ricou, senior vice president, Engineering, Technology & Innovation Services 
SUEZ in North America

 Left to right: Catherine Ricou, Ed Lynch, Cathy Dunleavy, Shannon Decker, Keith Kolkebeck, Eric Gernath and  
 John Hollenbach.

 Left to right: Catherine Ricou, Elizabeth Keddy, Matt Cristaldi, Lorna Scully and Eric Gernath.

 Left to right: Catherine Ricou, Bruce Ottogali, Tom Neilan, Christopher Dalen, Alan Weland, Mark McKoy and  
 Eric Gernath.
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customer centricity

changing the  
customer experience
When it comes to how customer interaction is 
changing, the public has spoken. Or rather,  
tweeted. And posted. And direct messaged.

Social media usage by SUEZ customers has surged in recent 
years, and SUEZ has responded in kind to meet the demand. 
SUEZ now manages nine Facebook channels and eight active 
Twitter accounts in North America. “We use our social media 
presence not only to promote services but to let customers 
know about emergencies and service interruptions,” said 
Sarah Frey, digital and social media specialist at SUEZ.

According to Pew Research, more than two-thirds of U.S. 
adults now report that they are Facebook users, and roughly 
three-quarters of those users access Facebook on a daily 
basis. Understanding that social is a key communication 
channel for people is imperative to customer centricity.  
“It’s important for us to monitor social media comments  
and address them quickly,” said Frey.

That was key in late December and early January when 
a deep freeze hit the Northeast and affected service. “In 
addition to customers who were faced with frozen pipes, the 
significant temperature decrease caused a record number 
of water main breaks,” said Frey. And not surprisingly, 
customers turned to the SUEZ social network for help.

Consistent customer support and proper social media strategy are absolute musts for businesses. 65% of customers 
report more brand loyalty if a brand reaches out to them on social media, according to Sprout Social, a Chicago-based  
social media service used by SUEZ.
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During the January deep freeze, SUEZ had a record number of social media interactions.  
Across all social channels, the message volume increased by 322 percent. In New Jersey  

alone, SUEZ had more than 500 customer interactions on Twitter.

A proactive approach had already been enacted, with each social 
media account posting “Cold Weather Tips” for customers before the 
freeze hit. The helpful hints were shared and retweeted numerous 
times by customers across the regions that were affected. During 
those frigid weeks, SUEZ had a record number of social media 
interactions. Across all social channels, the message volume 
increased by 322 percent. In New Jersey alone, SUEZ had more  
than 500 customer interactions on Twitter. 

To handle such a massive volume, the communications team turned 
to its secret weapon: Sprout Social, a social media management 
platform that streamlines messaging and allows for faster 
response. According to Sprout, the average social media user  
will only wait only four hours for a reply, but it takes the average  
U.S. business 10 hours to respond.  

How did SUEZ fair with the increased social media activity on its 
channels? “Our average response time was 12 minutes,” said Frey.

Sprout Social allows for immediate notifications of all social media 
mentions of SUEZ and communications managers can quickly email 
tweets and Facebook comments to the teams that need to address 
them. Indeed, of the more than 3,000 companies using Sprout 
Social, SUEZ’ response rate is ranked in the 95th percentile. “That 
means not only do we give more answers than other companies, but 
we respond more quickly as well,” said Frey.

While quick replies to concerned customers are important, more 
important is recognizing that more and more customers are turning 
to social media as a customer service channel. With airlines leading 
the charge in this arena, other companies have no choice but to 
follow suit, says Frey. “If an airline can rebook my flight on Twitter, 
what can my water utility do for me?”  m

 



 

In December, SUEZ completed the acquisition of ODLE, an Indiana-based, full-service concrete restoration 
contractor specializing in rehabilitations of large municipal water and wastewater treatment plants.

growing our company

SUEZ acquisition solidifies  
Advanced Solutions leadership role
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In December, SUEZ completed the acquisition of ODLE, 
an Indiana-based, full-service concrete restoration 
contractor specializing in rehabilitations of large 
municipal water and wastewater treatment plants.  
ODLE currently serves municipal customers in about  
20 states and in Canada. Its work ensures that any 
concrete structure, even those located in harsh 
environments such as wastewater treatment plants,  
are well protected for the long term. 

 
“Water and wastewater systems need ongoing 
maintenance. This new acquisition brings a core 
competency that we didn’t have and a high degree  
of expertise to this line of work,” said Jonathan Cato, 
senior vice president, Advanced Solutions. “ODLE is an 
expert in designing and executing large scale concrete 
asset maintenance projects. It provides the technical 
know-how and can serve as a “center of excellence”  
to transfer that knowledge to our other divisions.”

The acquisition comes on the heels of a string of 
related successes by Advanced Solutions. Last year, 
the division specialized in asset rehabilitation and 
maintenance services for water and wastewater 
systems, landed its largest contract to date: a $15.8 
million contract to upgrade 16 secondary clarifiers 
for the Passaic Valley Sewerage Commission. The 
work, scheduled to begin between March and May, 
depending on the weather, will help maintain the 
integrity of the Passaic Valley wastewater plant, a 
pure oxygen activated sludge secondary treatment 
plant designed to treat an average of 330 million 
gallons of wastewater per day.

Other contracts include a $3.2M project to upgrade 
12 clarifiers for the City of Raleigh, N.C. (eight have 
been completed already); a $4.1M upgrade for the 
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (completed 
in November); and a $1.4 million contract to upgrade 
the Hendersonville Utility District in Tennessee. m

“Water and wastewater systems need ongoing maintenance. ODLE brings a core 
competency that we didn’t have and a high degree of expertise to this line of work. 
ODLE is an expert in this line of work. This new acquisition can provide technical 
know-how and they can serve as a “center of excellence” to transfer that knowledge  
to our other divisions.”

- Jonathan Cato, senior vice president, Advanced Solutions 

SUEZ’ reputation as a full-service provider has never been more solid, thanks to recent efforts to 
strengthen the concrete restoration offering of its Advanced Solutions division. 
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our outstanding employees

This winter, North America’s East Coast was  
shivering in a record-breaking freeze that  
brought low temperatures and a high number  
of water main breaks.

SUEZ crews are ready to respond to water main break 
emergencies 24-hours a day, seven days a week, and  
they were put to the test this season.

The first two weeks of 2018 proved to be the most 
challenging we have seen in quite some time, especially  
in the Northeast, where frigid temperatures caused  
a historic number of main breaks. Our crews diligently 
worked extended emergency hours to assure that water  
kept flowing and responded to over 337 main breaks in  
the first two weeks of January alone.

employee diligence keeps  
the water flowing 

Our customer service representatives were also put to 
the test by fielding a record increase in emergency call 
volumes coming into our Central Services Bureau and 
our customer service centers. Emergency call volumes 
during this timeframe were 3,566 versus 1,437 in 2017. 
Across the network’s social media channels,  
the message volume increased by 322 percent.

Thank you to all our employees for their outstanding 
performance, for quickly and safely repairing these 
main breaks and responding quickly to our customers 
during the recent frigid cold. Great job!  m

The first two weeks of 2018 proved to be the most challenging we have seen in  
quite some time, especially in the Northeast, where frigid temperatures  

have caused a high number of main breaks.
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SUEZ crews in New Jersey worked through the night on a Sunday evening to assure water main breaks  
were repaired and service was restored to our customers as quickly as possible.



Nancy Marita Chhin
Years of service:  3 years 
Current role:  Wastewater Operator 1
Location:  El Segundo, CA

I am SUEZ

What is most satisfying to you about the work you do?  
Contributing to the conservation of water in a drought stricken area.

What do you think you would be doing if you were not working at SUEZ?
If I were  not working at SUEZ I would be in graduate school studying  
civil engineering.

What does “I am SUEZ” mean to you?
To me, I am SUEZ means I am part of a progressive company that helps 
the environment by producing high quality reclaimed water.

How do you think your co-workers would describe you?
My co-workers would describe me as a hardworking, self-motivated, 
with a desire to improve my knowledge in wastewater technologies. 

What do you enjoy doing in your spare time? 
In my spare time I enjoy hiking, working out, and spending quality  
time with friends and family. 

Have you had any mentors over your career and how have they  
helped you?
William Beam, our chief plant operator,  encouraged me to continue 
my career in the wastewater field and helped me become a better 
operator. He showed me how to maintain the plant, order chemicals 
and apply my engineering background to the job.

Best piece of advice I have received. 
Give one hundred percent to everything you do.
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Jeff Crowley 
Years of service:  3 years 
Current role:  Director – Indirect Procurement 
Location:  Paramus, NJ

What does “I am SUEZ” mean to you?
It means I work for a global organization that is committed to 
customers and employees. It signifies that every employee,  
regardless of role, has a part in the future success of SUEZ.

What is most satisfying to you about the work you do?
SUEZ is a company that promotes innovation and entrepreneurialism 
and I appreciate the opportunity to “think outside the box”.  The 
empowerment to manage a sourcing/procurement project from 
concept to completion is one of the most satisfying aspects of my role.

 
To grow our Company, it is important to … 
Act as a steward for SUEZ, leveraging best practices to deliver the 
desired deliverable on schedule and within budget.  For Procurement 
that translates to partnering with our stakeholders to ensure timely 
delivery of goods/services at the best price possible. 

 
How do you think your co-workers would describe you? 
My hope is that my colleagues find me trustworthy, and an effective 
balance of professionalism and humor.

 
One thing most people do not know about you? 
I was an All-Bergen County and Honorable Mention All-State basketball 
player in high school.  Needless to say, that was a long time ago.

What do you enjoy doing in your spare time?  
Most of my free time is spent with my family including a steady 
chauffeur role to/from my daughter’s dance school.

 
The best piece of advice I have received. 
Exude confidence and don’t shy away from new, and often  
daunting challenges.
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Keith Allen Paramus, NJ BTS Security & SCADA Analyst Help Desk Analyst II

Shane Bergdahl Edmonton,  AB Manager, Procurement Supervisor, Procurement

Vijay Chawla Paramus, NJ Director, BTS  Infrastructure Services Manager, BTS Infrastructure

Nicholas Curcio Westchester, NY Manager, Non-Revenue Water & Growth Manager, Non-Revenue Water

Ashley Demarey Springfield, MA Assistant Project Manager Senior Operator

Michael Ekladious Paramus, NJ IS Security Analyst IT Security & SCADA Analyst

Reginald Gabriel West Basin, CA O&M Technician II O&M Technician I

Jonathan Garay Rahway, NJ System Technician Maintenance Technician

Douglas Hite West Basin, CA Supervisor - Satellites Lead Operator

Mark A. Houle South Huron Valley, MI Project Manager Assistant Project Manager

Gary “Shane” Lim Boise, ID Manager, GIS GIS Supervisor

Maria Martinez West Nyack,  NY Supervisor, Planning Planning Specialist

Mark H. McKoy Haworth, NJ General Manager, New Jersey Operations Senior Director Customer Operations

Joanne M. Mullany Paramus, NJ Director, Payroll Manager, Payroll

Daniel A. Nemr Paramus, NJ Director, Tax Compliance Manager, Tax

Craig O'Connell Hackensack, NJ Director, Customer Operations Enhanced Metering Program Director

June Rogers Laurel, MS O&M Technician II Meter Reader

Robert “Steve” Rutledge Paramus, NJ Director, Environment,  Health, Security & Safety Manager, Environment, Health, Security & Safety

Lorenzo Seijo Bay Park, NY Plant Operator I Laborer Facilities

Savitha Shivaprasad Paramus, NJ Senior Accountant Staff Accountant

Joel Tomas Edmonton,  AB Manager, Environment, Health, Security & Safety Production Manager

Tracey Don-O'Shane Hackensack, NJ Supervisor, Meter Department Customer Service Field Representative

Name Location New Job Title  Previous Title

employees on the move
recognizing outstanding achievement
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Congratulations to our coworkers who recently attained an accredited degree, certificate or new license.

Silvia Aceves 
West Basin, CA 
Laboratory Analyst Grade I

Brian Adams 
Jersey City, NJ 
Boiler Operator’s License

Justin Burg 
Bayonne, NJ 
Water Distribution W1 License

Matthew Biagini  
Highlands, NJ  
W1 Water Distribution License 

Jeffrey Brentnall 
Jersey City, NJ 
Water Treatment T-1

Tina Caouette 
Edmonton, AB 
Water or Wastewater Facility  
Operator Certificate 

Travis Carlock  
Boise, ID 
Drinking Water Distribution - OIT

Cecilia Cheradame  
Paramus, NJ  
SHRM Certified Professional

Chase Coles 
Bosie, ID 
Drinking Water Distribution 
Operator - Class II

Kevin Cookle  
Algoma, WI  
Wastewater Operator Certification  
Solid Separation - Basic 
 
Timothy Costa  
Stonington, CT  
Class I Operator

Matthew Cristaldi 
Paramus, NJ 
Energy Manager-In-Training 
Certification 

John Currier 
Cohasset, MA 
Certified Operator Grade 4-M

Edwin Drejman  
Haworth, NJ 
W1 Water Distribution License  
T1 Water Treatment License 
C1 Collection License

Dennis Flores 
Holyoke, MA 
MA Grade IV  
Wastewater Collections 

Michael Franklin  
Bay Park, NY 
Grade 4A Wastewater 
Treatment Plant 
Operator Certificate

Keith Harpe 
Boise, ID 
Drinking Water Distribution 
Operator - Class I

Daniel Harrison  
Dallas, PA  
Water System Class A, E

Karolina Jurkiewicz 
Paramus, NJ 
SHRM Certified Professional

Michael V. Leahy 
Hyannis, MA 
Grade 3T Operator-In-Training

Andrew Lee 
Burbank,CA 
Laboratory Analyst Grade I

Joaquin Lorenzana 
Holyoke, MA 
Collection Systems Operator Certificate

Joseph Mader 
Boise, ID 
Drinking Water Distribution - OIT

Jon Mase 
West Nyack, NY 
Water Treatment Operator 2A, D

Jeffrey Miller 
Algoma, WI 
Municpal Waterworks Operator 
Certification Distribution and 
Groundwater Grade T

Leslie O’Bannon 
Paramus, NJ 
Certified Treasury Professional

Marcus Paroli 
Poughkeepsie, NY 
Wastewater Grade 5 C-Full

Oswaldo Pedrosa 
Holyoke, MA 
MA Grade II Wastewater Collection 

John “Doug” Reger 
Hackensack, NJ 
Water Distribution W2 License

Jenna Rivet 
Edmonton, AB 
Water and Wastewater Treatment I

 
 

David Ruiz-Vargas 
Burbank, CA 
CWEA Electrical/Instrumentation Grade I

Christopher Sall  
Rahway, NJ 
Water Distribution W2 License

Jacob Schartner  
Sturgeon Bay, WI  
Municpal Waterworks Operator 
Certification Distribution and 
Groundwater Grade I

Jeffrey Schwab 
Alpena, MI 
Sewage Treatment Works Operator

Joseph Shaffer 
West Basin, CA 
Laboratory Analyst Grade I

Jonathan Shelby  
Laurel, MS  
Wastewater Certification Collection II 

Devin Snyder  
Laurel, MS  
Waterworks Operator Certification

Richard Tecchio  
Haworth, NJ  
Water Distribution W3 License

Jason Tell 
Toms River, NJ  
Water Treatment T-1

Chalon Temple  
Del City, OK  
Waterworks System Operator  
D-5, F-5, S-5

Daniel Thomas  
Boise, ID  
Drinking Water Treatment  
Operator Class I

Michael Thompson  
Gardner, MA  
Grade 2D Full Operator Certification

Scott Urban  
Holyoke, MA  
Wastewater Treatment Plant Operator 
Grade 4 
 
John White  
Big Canoe, GA  
Water Operator Class 3

educational achievements
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Congratulations to our colleagues for their extraordinary efforts. We’re proud of the excellent work you  
do on behalf of our customers, our company and the communities we serve.

recognizing outstanding achievement
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industry awards & recognition

SUEZ received the 2018 Alliance for Action New Jersey Leading Infrastructures Award. The award was presented to 
the New Jersey Operations engineering team for the New Durham Pump Station improvements project. Pictured are 
Jeff Conklin, supervisor, electrical maintenance at left and Tony Vicente, manager networks engineering and new 
business engineerat center. The project is being managed by Mohammed Selimgir, senior technical manager  
(not pictured). 

The Bay Park Water Reclamation Facility in Nassau 
County, NY received the WEF George W. Burke Jr. Award 
for 2017.  This prestigious award recognizes a municipal 
or industrial wastewater facility for establishing and 
maintaining an active and effective safety program. 
Congratulations to the Bay Park Team, led by Bill Donovan. 

The Advanced Solutions division was awarded the 
ISO 9001:2015 certificate from Bureau Veritas. This 
certificate affirms the company’s operation and quality 
management systems adhere to the requirements 
set forth by the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO 9001:2015). 

The National Coalition of Black Meeting Planners 
accepted a new board member and held its annual 
election for new officers at COALITION 2018, its annual 
conference in Oakland, CA. The new members include 
Eugene Anderson, senior director, Industry Relations  
and External Affairs.

Michael Assante, PE received the Fresh Ideas Award for 
his presentation on Online Water Quality Event Detection 
and Action given during the AWWA NJ 83rd Annual 
Conference. 
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As a company committed to sustaining the planet, we know that innovation and best practices are key to our 
success. As industry leaders, we recognize that it’s important to share our knowledge with others who are  
also trying to protect public health and preserve natural resources.  

James Willson, project manager, biosolids presented  
on “Optimizing Biosolids Management Cost and  
Circular Economy” at the New York Water Enironment 
Association 90th Annual Meeting; the South Carolina 
Environmental Conference and also at the 2018 TAUD 
Technology Conference.

Paul Treloar, water quality product manager, presented  
at several educational symposiums on “Ice Pigging, 
Advanced Pipe Cleaning Technology.” These syposiums 
were held at San Jose Water, CA; Brown & Caldwell 
Engineers, Walnut Creek, CA and the Alameda County 
Water District, CA. Paul also presented on this topic at 
the Nevada Rural Water Conference; WATERCON 2018, 
Springfield, IL and the Wisconsin RWA Conference. 

the resource      
1ST QUARTER 2018

Michael Judkins, director of well services presented on 
the “Importance of Well Maintenance” at the Nebraska 
Rural Water Association. Michael Judkins also presented 
on “Don’t Let Your Wells Survive, Make Them Thrive” at 
the Wisconsin Rural Water Association. Additionaly, he 
presented an educational symposium on “Groundwater 
Well Rehabilitation” at California American Water. 

Greg Wyatt, general manager, Idaho operations  
presented on “SUEZ Overview to a Smart Utility  
Approach” at the KBOI Radio Business Meeting  
in Boise, ID.

Larry Finnicum, director, Delaware Operations presented on “Environmental Sensing and Drinking 
Water Production-Increasing Customer Value” at the Delaware Environmental Sensing Symposium 
at the University of Delaware. 



are you ready?
Wastewater can be a valuable primary source of water  
for farmers and companies in drought-plagued areas.  

Operating plants like the Edward C. Little Water Recycling 
Facility in California, SUEZ is able to provide a second life 

for wastewater, producing five different grades of recycled 
water that are ideal for agricultural and industrial use. 

 
learn more at suez-na.com

ready for the resource revolution

on average each person
produces 70 gallons
of wastewater daily.  
we can repurpose it.


